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The international protection of human
rights is generally recognized as a
fundamental aim of modern international
law. Even a cursory review of legal
systems for the protection of human rights
demonstrates the rapid expansion of this
field since the end of World War II.
During this period, nearly all global and
regional organizations have adopted human
rights standards and addressed human
rights violations by member states. As a
consequence, no state today can claim that
its treatment of those within its jurisdiction
is a matter solely of domestic concern.In
this book, Dinah Shelton examines the
development of regional organizations and
the role that human rights plays in them. It
examines in particular the question of what
human rights obligations states assume
upon joining the regional bodies and how
regional concern with human rights
intersects with the global system elaborated
in the context of the United Nations.This
work is the first devoted to the European,
Inter-American and African systems for the
protection of human rights. It also
discusses the prospects for regional
systems in the Middle East and Asia. The
Jurisprudence of the European and
Inter-American Courts and decisions of the
Inter-American and African Commissions
are emphasized, including decisions on the
interpretation and application of various
human rights, procedural requirements and
remedies. The book aims to expose the
readers to the basic documents of each
system and their inter-relationships, to
enable the audience to apply those
documents to ever-changing fact situations,
and to alert them to the dynamic nature of
regional human rights law and institutions.
It also seeks to relate regional systems to
national law and to the global system for
the protection of human rights. Regional
Protection of Human Rights illustrates how
international human rights law is
interpreted
and
implemented.
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selections offer examples of political,
economic and social problems as well as
legal issues to show the significant impact
of international human rights law
institutions on the constitutions, law,
policies, and societies of the regions. In
addition to serving as a text for courses on
human rights law, the book will be useful
for courses in international law,
international relations, and political
science. It will also be a helpful resource
for lawyers and policy-makers concerned
with the protection of human rights.
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Regional Human Rights Instruments Icelandic Human Rights Centre [6] In the African context, the OAU Charter
was the first regional instrument that dealt with the protection of human rights in the continent. However, it contained
Regional human rights regimes - Wikipedia For tips and guidance on how to use the EU Guidelines, you can refer to
the FrontLine Handbook for human rights defenders: What protection can diplomatic The Role of Regional and
National Human Rights Institutions in the International human rights instruments can be divided into global
instruments, to which any state in the world can be a party, and regional instruments, none Project MUSE - Regional
Protection of Human Rights (review) Dec 2, 2013 International and regional protection of human rights defenders
Land and environmental rights defenders in danger: a compilation of recent the role of regional human rights
mechanisms - European Parliament Regional Protection of Human Rights is the latest book by the prolific Professor
Dinah Shelton, whose body of work humbles most international law scholars and Regional human rights systems in
other parts of the world OHCHR The Resource : Part III. The Regional Human Rights System, 4/6 REGIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS MECHANISMS: BRIDGING THE GAP? . National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of
Human Rights, 80 NORDIC J. OHCHR Regional mechanisms In order to prevent torture and inhuman or degrading
treatment (Article 3 of the Convention), the Committee for the Prevention of Torture was established. The European
Court of Human Rights is the only international court with jurisdiction to deal with cases brought by individuals (rather
than states). International and regional protection of human rights defenders Classically, human rights protect
individuals from government action that Regional and international oversight bodies contribute to State compliance and
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Regional Protection of Human Rights - GW Laws Scholarly Commons The Regional Mechanisms to Protect the
Human Rights of Women and Girls in Southeast Asia project, generously supported by the Government of Canada :
Regional Protection of Human Rights Pack eBook Regional Protection of Human Rights. (Introduction). Dinah L.
Shelton. George Washington University Law School, dshelton@. Follow this and none The Prospects for a Regional
Human Rights Mechanism in East Asia (2004) of regional institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights
since. An Overview of Regional Human Rights Systems - OHCHR Bangkok The Inter-American System for the
protection of human rights is one of the worlds three regional human rights systems, and is responsible for monitoring
and Overview of the Human Rights Framework International Justice Regional human rights systems strengthen
the protection and enjoyment of human rights by taking into account regional considerations, such as shared Legal
protection of human rights - Council of Europe also a modest attempt to create a regional mechanism for the
protection and Convention for Africa and a regional Human Rights Tribunal, similar to the. Regional Human Rights
Mechanisms Right to Education Project Unlike the UN system, some regional human rights systems (e.g. both the
The regional systems provide varying degrees of protection for childrens rights: the major regional human rights
instruments and the - OHCHR The Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers and . The
objective of regional instruments is to articulate human rights standards and Inter-American Human Rights System
International Justice May 22, 2013 What role do human rights play in the development of regional organizations?
What human rights obligations do states assume upon joining Regional Mechanisms to Protect the Human Rights of
Women and Legal provisions at the regional level are generally created according to the rules on PART I. National
Frameworks for the Protection of Rights of Persons with Regional Systems International Justice Resource Center
Abstract. Regional human rights protection mechanisms constitute important pillars of the international system for the
promotion and protection of human rights. Regional Protection of Human Rights in the Asia - HeinOnline Regional
human rights systems, consisting of regional instruments and mechanisms, play an important role in the promotion and
protection of human rights. The Resource : Part III. The Regional Human Rights System 1/6 Regional Protection of
Human Rights [Dinah Shelton] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. What role do human rights play in the
development Enforcement of Human Rights under Regional Mechanisms - Digital Jan 1, 2006 This is a study
about the protection of human rights by regional thesis identifies the major regional human rights protection systems i.e.
the African Human Rights System International Justice Resource Center Regional treaties most relevant to
economic, social and cultural rights European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms Protection of Human Rights in Africa: African Human Rights in a Regional human rights mechanisms
play an important role in monitoring government compliance Its mandate is to uphold the Convention for the Protection
of. Regional human rights regimes - Wikipedia The manual addresses the continental human rights bodies, as well as
regional courts engaged in human rights protection. It also contains a list of additional
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